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1 Introduction

Let f be an entire function de�ned in the open complex plane C: The
functionMf (r) on jzj = r known as maximummodulus function corresponding
to f is de�ned as follows:

Mf (r) =
max
jzj=r jf (z)j .

When f is meromorphic,Mf (r) can not be de�ned as f is not analytic.
In this situation one may de�ne another function Tf (r) known as Nevanlinna�s
Characteristic function of f; playing the same role as Mf (r) in the following
manner:

Tf (r) = Nf (r) +mf (r) :

And given two meromorphic functions f and g the ratio Tf (r)

Tg(r)
as r !1

is called the growth of f with respect to g in terms of their Nevanlinna�s
Characteristic function.

When f is entire function, the Nevanlinna�s Characteristic function
Tf (r) of f is de�ned as

Tf (r) = mf (r) :

We called the function Nf (r; a)
�

�
Nf (r; a)

�
as counting function of

a-points (distinct a-points) of f . In many occasions Nf (r;1) and
�
Nf (r;1)

are denoted by Nf (r) and
�
Nf (r) respectively. We put

Nf (r; a) =

rZ
0

nf (t; a)� nf (0; a)
t

dt+
�
nf (0; a) log r ;

where we denote by nf (r; a)
�
�
nf (r; a)

�
the number of a-points (distinct a-

points) of f in jzj � r and an 1 -point is a pole of f . Also we denote by
nf j=1(r; a) ,the number of simple zeros of f � a in jzj � r:

Accordingly, Nf j=1(r; a) is de�ned in terms of nf j=1(r; a) in the usual
way and we set

�1(a; f) = 1� lim sup
r!1

N(r; a; f j= 1)
Tf (r)

fcf. [8]g ;

the de�ciency of �a� corresponding to the simple a- points of f i,e. simple
zeros of f � a: In this connection Yang [7] proved that there exists at most a
denumerable number of complex numbers a 2 C [ f1g for which

�1(a; f) > 0 and
X

a2C[f1g

�1(a; f) � 4:
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On the other hand, m
�
r; 1
f�a

�
is denoted by mf (r; a) and we mean

mf (r;1) by mf (r) , which is called the proximity function of f . We also put

mf (r) =
1

2�

2�Z
0

log+
��f �rei���� d�; where

log+ x = max (log x; 0) for all x > 0 :

Further a meromorphic function b = b (z) is called small with re-
spect to f if Tb (r) = Sf (r) where Sf (r) = o fTf (r)g i.e., Sf (r)

Tf (r)
! 0 as

r ! 1. Moreover for any transcendental meromorphic function f , we call
P [f ] = bfn0(f (1))n1...(f (k))nk , to be a di¤erential monomial generated by it

where
kP
i=0

ni � 1 ( all ni j i = 0; 1; :::; k are non-negative integers) and the

meromorphic function b is small with respect to f: In this connection the num-

bers P [f ] =
kP
i=0

ni and �P [f ] =
kP
i=0

(i+ 1)ni are called the degree and weight of

P [f ] respectively {cf. [1]}.
The order of a meromorphic function f which is generally used in

computational purpose is de�ned in terms of the growth of f with respect to
the exponential function as

�f = lim sup
r!1

log Tf (r)

log Texp z (r)
= lim sup

r!1

log Tf (r)

log
�
r
�

� = lim sup
r!1

log Tf (r)

log r +O(1)
:

Lahiri and Banerjee [5] introduced the relative order (respectively rela-
tive lower order) of a meromorphic function with respect to an entire function
to avoid comparing growth just with exp z: To compare the relative growth
of two meromorphic functions having same non zero �nite relative order with
respect to another entire function, Datta and Biswas [2] introduced the no-
tion of relative type of meromorphic functions with respect to an entire func-
tion. Extending these notions of relative type as cited in the reference, Datta,
Biswas and Bhattacharyya [3] gave the de�nition of relative type of di¤erential
monomials generated by transcendental entire and transcendental meromor-
phic functions.

For entire and meromorphic functions, the notion of their growth indi-
cators such as order and type are classical in complex analysis and during the
past decades, several researchers have already been continuing their studies
in the area of comparative growth properties of composite entire and mero-
morphic functions in di¤erent directions using the same. But at that time, the
concept of relative order and consequently relative type of entire and meromor-
phic functions with respect to another entire function was mostly unknown to
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complex analysts and they are not aware of the technical advantages of us-
ing the relative growth indicators of the functions. Therefore the growth of
composite entire and meromorphic functions needs to be modi�ed on the basis
of their relative order and relative type some of which has been explored in
this paper. Actually in this paper we establish some newly developed results
based on the growth properties of relative type of monomials generated by
transcendental entire and transcendental meromorphic functions.

2 Notation and preliminary remarks

We use the standard notations and de�nitions of the theory of entire and
meromorphic functions which are available in [4] and [6]: Henceforth, we do
not explain those in details. Now we just recall some de�nitions which will be
needed in the sequel.

De�nition 1. The order �f and lower order �f of a meromorphic function f
are de�ned as

�f = lim sup
r!1

log Tf (r)

log r
and �f = lim inf

r!1

log Tf (r)

log r
:

The notion of type ( lower type) to determine the relative growth of
two meromorphic functions having same non zero �nite order is classical in
complex analysis and is given by

De�nition 2. The type �f and lower type �f of a meromorphic function f
are de�ned as

�f = lim sup
r!1

Tf (r)

r�f
and �f = lim inf

r!1

Tf (r)

r�f
; 0 < �f <1:

Given a non-constant entire function f de�ned in the open complex
plane C; its Nevanlinna�s Characteristic function is strictly increasing and con-
tinuous. Hence there exists its inverse function T�1g : (Tg (0) ;1) ! (0;1)
with lim

s!1
T�1g (s) =1:
Lahiri and Banerjee [5] introduced the de�nition of relative order of

a meromorphic function f with respect to an entire function g , denoted by
�g (f) as follows:

�g (f) = inf f� > 0 : Tf (r) < Tg (r�) for all su¢ ciently large rg

= lim sup
r!1

log T�1g Tf (r)

log r
:

The de�nition coincides with the classical one [5] if g (z) = exp z:
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In the case of relative order, it therefore seems reasonable to de�ne suitably
the relative type of a meromorphic function with respect to an entire function
to determine the relative growth of two meromorphic functions having same
non zero �nite relative order with respect to an entire function. Datta and
Biswas [2] gave such de�nitions of relative type of a meromorphic function f
with respect to an entire function g which is as follows:

De�nition 3. [2] The relative type �g (f) of a meromorphic function f with
respect to an entire function g are de�ned as

�g (f) = lim sup
r!1

T�1g Tf (r)

r�g(f)
; where 0 < �g (f) <1:

Likewise,one can de�ne the lower relative type �g (f) in the following way:

�g (f) = lim inf
r!1

T�1g Tf (r)

r�g(f)
; where 0 < �g (f) <1:

3 Some Examples

In this section we present some examples in connection with de�nitions
given in the previous section.

Example 1 (Order ). Given any natural number n, let f(z) = exp zn. Then
Mf (r) = exp r

n. Therefore putting R = 2 in the inequality Tf (r) � logMf (r) �
R+r
R�rTf (R) fcf. [4]g we get that Tf (r) � r

n and Tf (r) � 1
3

�
r
2

�n
: Hence

�f = lim sup
r!1

log Tf (r)

log r
= n :

Further if we take g = exp[2] z; then Tg (r) � exp r

(2�3r)
1
2
(r !1) : Therefore

�f =1 :

Example 2 (Type (lower type)). Let us consider f = exp z: Then Tf (r) = r
�
:

and �f = 1: So

�f = lim sup
r!1

Tf (r)

r�f
=

r
�

r
=
1

�
and �f = lim inf

r!1

Tf (r)

r�f
=

r
�

r
=
1

�
:

Similarly, if we consider g = 1
1+exp z

; then we can also see that

�g = �g =
1

�
:
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Example 3 (Relative order ). Suppose f = g = exp[2] z then Tf (r) = Tg (r) �
exp r

(2�3r)
1
2
(r !1) : Now we obtain that

Tg (r) � logMg (r) � 3Tg (2r) fcf. [4]g
i:e:; Tg (r) � exp r � 3Tg (2r) :

Therefore

T�1g Tf (r) � log

 
exp r

(2�3r)
1
2

!

i:e:; lim inf
r!1

log T�1g Tf (r)

log r
� 1

and

T�1g Tf (r) � 2 log

 
3 exp r

(2�3r)
1
2

!

i:e:; lim sup
r!1

log T�1g Tf (r)

log r
� 1 :

Hence
�g (f) = �g (f) = 1 :

Example 4 (Relative type ( relative lower type)). Let f = g = exp z. Now
Tf (r) = Tg (r) = Texp z (r) =

r
�
:

Therefore
T�1g Tf (r) = T

�1
g

� r
�

�
= r :

So

�g (f) = lim sup
r!1

log T�1g Tf (r)

log r
= 1:

Hence

�g (f) = lim sup
r!1

T�1g Tf (r)

r�g(f)
= 1 and �g (f) = lim inf

r!1

T�1g Tf (r)

r�g(f)
= 1:

4 Lemmas

In this section we present a lemma which will be needed in the sequel.

Lemma 1. [3] Suppose f be a transcendental meromorphic function of �nite
order or of non-zero lower order and

P
a2C[f1g

�1(a; f) = 4: Also let g be a

transcendental entire function of regular growth having non zero �nite order
and

P
a2C[f1g

�1(a; g) = 4. Then the relative order of P [f ] with respect to P [g]

are same as those of f with respect to g:
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Lemma 2. [3] If f be a transcendental meromorphic function of �nite or-
der or of non-zero lower order and

P
a2C[f1g

�1(a; f) = 4 and g be a tran-

scendental entire function of regular growth having non zero �nite type andP
a2C[f1g

�1(a; g) = 4. Then the relative type and relative lower type of P [f ]

with respect to P [g] are
�
�P [f ]�(�P [f ]�P [f ])�(1;f)
�P [g]�(�P [g]�P [g])�(1;g)

� 1
�g times that of f with respect

to g if �g (f) is positive �nite:

5 Theorems

In this section we present the main results of the paper.

Theorem 3. Suppose f be a transcendental meromorphic function of �nite
order or of non-zero lower order and

P
a2C[f1g

�1(a; f) = 4: Also let h be a

transcendental entire function of regular growth having non zero �nite type
with

P
a2C[f1g

�1(a;h) = 4 and g be any entire function with 0 < �h (f � g) �

�h (f � g) <1, 0 < �h (f) � �h (f) <1 and �h (f � g) = �h (f) : Then

�h (f � g)�
�P [f ]�(�P [f ]�P [f ])�(1;f)
�P [h]�(�P [h]�P [h])�(1;h)

� 1
�h � �h (f)

� lim inf
r!1

T�1h Tf�g (r)

T�1P [h]TP [f ] (r)

� �h (f � g)�
�P [f ]�(�P [f ]�P [f ])�(1;f)
�P [h]�(�P [h]�P [h])�(1;h)

� 1
�h � �h (f)

� lim sup
r!1

T�1h Tf�g (r)

T�1P [h]TP [f ] (r)
� �h (f � g)�

�P [f ]�(�P [f ]�P [f ])�(1;f)
�P [h]�(�P [h]�P [h])�(1;h)

� 1
�h � �h (f)

:

Proof. From the de�nition of �h (f), �h (f � g) and in view of Lemma 1, Lemma
2 we have for arbitrary positive " and for all su¢ ciently large values of r that

T�1h Tf�g (r) > (�h (f � g)� ") (r)�h(f�g) (1)

and
T�1P [h]TP [f ] (r) �

�
�P [h] (P [f ]) + "

�
(r)�P [h](P [f ])

i:e:; T�1P [h]TP [f ] (r)

�

0@ �P [f ] � (�P [f ] � P [f ])�(1; f)
�P [h] � (�P [h] � P [h])�(1;h)

! 1
�h

� �h (f) + "

1A (r)�h(f) : (2)
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Now from (1), (2) and using the condition �h (f � g) = �h (f) ; it follows for all
large values of r that

T�1h Tf�g (r)

T�1P [h]TP [f ] (r)
> (�h (f � g)� ")��

�P [f ]�(�P [f ]�P [f ])�(1;f)
�P [h]�(�P [h]�P [h])�(1;h)

� 1
�h � �h (f) + "

� :

As " (> 0) is arbitrary , we obtain from above that

lim inf
r!1

T�1h Tf�g (r)

T�1P [h]TP [f ] (r)
> �h (f � g)�

�P [f ]�(�P [f ]�P [f ])�(1;f)
�P [h]�(�P [h]�P [h])�(1;h)

� 1
�h � �h (f)

: (3)

Again for a sequence of values of r tending to in�nity,

T�1h Tf�g (r) � (�h (f � g) + ") (r)�h(f�g) (4)

and for all su¢ ciently large values of r ,

T�1P [h]TP [f ] (r) >
�
�P [h] (P [f ])� "

�
(r)�P [h](P [f ])

i:e:; T�1P [h]TP [f ] (r)

�

0@ �P [f ] � (�P [f ] � P [f ])�(1; f)
�P [h] � (�P [h] � P [h])�(1;h)

! 1
�h

� �h (f)� "

1A (r)�h(f) : (5)

Combining (4) and (5) and in view of �h (f � g) = �h (f) ;we get for a sequence
of values of r tending to in�nity that

T�1h Tf�g (r)

T�1P [h]TP [f ] (r)
� (�h (f � g) + ")��

�P [f ]�(�P [f ]�P [f ])�(1;f)
�P [h]�(�P [h]�P [h])�(1;h)

� 1
�h � �h (f)� "

� :

Since " (> 0) is arbitrary, it follows from above that

lim inf
r!1

T�1h Tf�g (r)

T�1P [h]TP [f ] (r)
� �h (f � g)�

�P [f ]�(�P [f ]�P [f ])�(1;f)
�P [h]�(�P [h]�P [h])�(1;h)

� 1
�h � �h (f)

: (6)

Also for a sequence of values of r tending to in�nity,

T�1P [h]TP [f ] (r) �
�
�P [h] (P [f ]) + "

�
(r)�P [h](P [f ])

i:e:; T�1P [h]TP [f ] (r)

�

0@ �P [f ] � (�P [f ] � P [f ])�(1; f)
�P [h] � (�P [h] � P [h])�(1;h)

! 1
�h

� �h (f) + "

1A (r)�h(f) : (7)
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Now from (1), (7) and also using the condition �h (f � g) = �h (f) ; we obtain
for a sequence of values of r tending to in�nity that

T�1h Tf�g (r)

T�1P [h]TP [f ] (r)
� (�h (f � g)� ")��

�P [f ]�(�P [f ]�P [f ])�(1;f)
�P [h]�(�P [h]�P [h])�(1;h)

� 1
�h � �h (f) + "

� :

As " (> 0) is arbitrary, we get from above that

lim sup
r!1

T�1h Tf�g (r)

T�1P [h]TP [f ] (r)
� �h (f � g)�

�P [f ]�(�P [f ]�P [f ])�(1;f)
�P [h]�(�P [h]�P [h])�(1;h)

� 1
�h � �h (f)

: (8)

Also for all su¢ ciently large values of r ,

T�1h Tf�g (r) � (�h (f � g) + ") (r)�h(f�g) : (9)

As the condition �h (f � g) = �h (f) holds; it follows from (5) and (9) for all
su¢ ciently large values of r that

T�1h Tf�g (r)

T�1P [h]TP [f ] (r)
� (�h (f � g) + ")��

�P [f ]�(�P [f ]�P [f ])�(1;f)
�P [h]�(�P [h]�P [h])�(1;h)

� 1
�h � �h (f)� "

� :

Since " (> 0) is arbitrary, we obtain that

lim sup
r!1

T�1h Tf�g (r)

T�1P [h]TP [f ] (r)
� �h (f � g)�

�P [f ]�(�P [f ]�P [f ])�(1;f)
�P [h]�(�P [h]�P [h])�(1;h)

� 1
�h � �h (f)

: (10)

Thus the theorem follows from (3) ; (6) ; (8) and (10) :

The following theorem can be proved in the line of Theorem 3 and so
its proof is omitted.

Theorem 4. Suppose g be a transcendental entire function of �nite order
or of non-zero lower order and

P
a2C[f1g

�1(a; f) = 4: Also let h be a tran-

scendental entire function of regular growth having non zero �nite type withP
a2C[f1g

�1(a;h) = 4 and f be any meromorphic function such that 0 < �h (f � g) �
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�h (f � g) <1, 0 < �h (g) � �h (g) <1 and �h (f � g) = �h (g). Then

�h (f � g)�
�P [g]�(�P [g]�P [g])�(1;g)
�P [h]�(�P [h]�P [h])�(1;h)

� 1
�h � �h (g)

� lim inf
r!1

T�1h Tf�g (r)

T�1P [h]TP [g] (r)

� �h (f � g)�
�P [g]�(�P [g]�P [g])�(1;g)
�P [h]�(�P [h]�P [h])�(1;h)

� 1
�h � �h (g)

� lim sup
r!1

T�1h Tf�g (r)

T�1P [h]TP [g] (r)
� �h (f � g)�

�P [g]�(�P [g]�P [g])�(1;g)
�P [h]�(�P [h]�P [h])�(1;h)

� 1
�h � �h (g)

:

Theorem 5. Suppose f be a transcendental meromorphic function of �nite
order or of non-zero lower order and

P
a2C[f1g

�1(a; f) = 4: Also let h be a

transcendental entire function of regular growth having non zero �nite type
with

P
a2C[f1g

�1(a;h) = 4 and g be any entire function with 0 < �h (f � g) <1,

0 < �h (f) <1 and �h (f � g) = �h (f). Then

lim inf
r!1

T�1h Tf�g (r)

T�1P [h]TP [f ] (r)
� �h (f � g)�

�P [f ]�(�P [f ]�P [f ])�(1;f)
�P [h]�(�P [h]�P [h])�(1;h)

� 1
�h � �h (f)

� lim sup
r!1

T�1h Tf�g (r)

T�1P [h]TP [f ] (r)
:

Proof. From the de�nition of �P [h] (P [f ]) and in view of Lemma 1 and Lemma
2, we get for a sequence of values of r tending to in�nity that

T�1P [h]TP [f ] (r) >
�
�P [h] (P [f ])� "

�
(r)�P [h](P [f ])

i:e:; T�1P [h]TP [f ] (r)

�

0@ �P [f ] � (�P [f ] � P [f ])�(1; f)
�P [h] � (�P [h] � P [h])�(1;h)

! 1
�h

� �h (f)� "

1A (r)�h(f) : (11)
Now from (9), (11) and the condition �h (f � g) = �h (f) ; it follows for a
sequence of values of r tending to in�nity that

T�1h Tf�g (r)

T�1P [h]TP [f ] (r)
� (�h (f � g) + ")��

�P [f ]�(�P [f ]�P [f ])�(1;f)
�P [h]�(�P [h]�P [h])�(1;h)

� 1
�h � �h (f)� "

� :

As " (> 0) is arbitrary, we obtain that

lim inf
r!1

T�1h Tf�g (r)

T�1P [h]TP [f ] (r)
� �h (f � g)�

�P [f ]�(�P [f ]�P [f ])�(1;f)
�P [h]�(�P [h]�P [h])�(1;h)

� 1
�h � �h (f)

: (12)
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Again for a sequence of values of r tending to in�nity ,

T�1h Tf�g (r) > (�h (f � g)� ") (r)�h(f�g) : (13)

Combining (2) and (13) and in view of the condition �h (f � g) = �h (f) ; we
get for a sequence of values of r tending to in�nity ,

T�1h Tf�g (r)

T�1P [h]TP [f ] (r)
> (�h (f � g)� ")��

�P [f ]�(�P [f ]�P [f ])�(1;f)
�P [h]�(�P [h]�P [h])�(1;h)

� 1
�h � �h (f) + "

� :

Since " (> 0) is arbitrary, it follows that

lim sup
r!1

T�1h Tf�g (r)

T�1P [h]TP [f ] (r)
> �h (f � g)�

�P [f ]�(�P [f ]�P [f ])�(1;f)
�P [h]�(�P [h]�P [h])�(1;h)

� 1
�h � �h (f)

: (14)

Thus the theorem follows from (12) and (14) :

The following theorem can be carried out in the line of Theorem 5 and
therefore we omit its proof.

Theorem 6. Suppose g be a transcendental entire function of �nite order
or of non-zero lower order and

P
a2C[f1g

�1(a; f) = 4: Also let h be a tran-

scendental entire function of regular growth having non zero �nite type withP
a2C[f1g

�1(a;h) = 4 and f be any meromorphic function such that 0 < �h (f � g) <

1, 0 < �h (g) <1 and �h (f � g) = �h (g). Then

lim inf
r!1

T�1h Tf�g (r)

T�1P [h]TP [g] (r)
� �h (f � g)�

�P [g]�(�P [g]�P [g])�(1;g)
�P [h]�(�P [h]�P [h])�(1;h)

� 1
�h � �h (g)

� lim sup
r!1

T�1h Tf�g (r)

T�1P [h]TP [g] (r)
:

The following theorem is a natural consequence of Theorem 3 and
Theorem 5:

Theorem 7. Suppose f be a transcendental meromorphic function of �nite
order or of non-zero lower order and

P
a2C[f1g

�1(a; f) = 4: Also let h be a

transcendental entire function of regular growth having non zero �nite type
with

P
a2C[f1g

�1(a;h) = 4 and g be any entire function with 0 < �h (f � g) �

�h (f � g) <1, 0 < �h (f) � �h (f) <1 and �h (f � g) = �h (f). Then

lim inf
r!1

T�1h Tf�g (r)

T�1P [h]TP [f ] (r)
� min

�
A � �h (f � g)

�h (f)
; A � �h (f � g)

�h (f)

�
� min

�
A � �h (f � g)

�h (f)
; A � �h (f � g)

�h (f)

�
� lim sup

r!1

T�1h Tf�g (r)

T�1P [h]TP [f ] (r)
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where A = 1�
�P [f ]�(�P [f ]�P [f ])�(1;f)

�P [h]�(�P [h]�P [h])�(1;h)

� 1
�h

:

The proof is omitted.
Analogously one may state the following theorem without its proof.

Theorem 8. Suppose g be a transcendental entire function of �nite order
or of non-zero lower order and

P
a2C[f1g

�1(a; g) = 4: Also let h be a tran-

scendental entire function of regular growth having non zero �nite type withP
a2C[f1g

�1(a;h) = 4 and f be any meromorphic function such that 0 < �h (f � g) �

�h (f � g) <1, 0 < �h (g) � �h (g) <1 and �h (f � g) = �h (g). Then

lim inf
r!1

T�1h Tf�g (r)

T�1P [h]TP [g] (r)
� min

�
B � �h (f � g)

�h (g)
; B � �h (f � g)

�h (g)

�
� min

�
B � �h (f � g)

�h (g)
; B � �h (f � g)

�h (g)

�
� lim sup

r!1

T�1h Tf�g (r)

T�1P [h]TP [g] (r)

where B = 1�
�P [g]�(�P [g]�P [g])�(1;g)

�P [h]�(�P [h]�P [h])�(1;h)

� 1
�h

:

6 Open Problem

Actually this paper deals with the extension of the works on the growth
properties of di¤erential monomials generated by transcendental entire and
transcendental meromorphic functions on the basis of their relative types.
These theories can also be modi�ed by the treatment of the notions of gener-
alized relative type and (p,q)-th relative type. In addition some extensions of
the same may be done in the light of slowly changing functions. Moreover, the
notion of relative type of di¤erential monomials generated by transcendental
entire and transcendental meromorphic functions should have a wide range
of applications in complex dynamics, factorization theory of entire functions
of single complex variable, the solution of complex di¤erential equations etc.
which may be an ample scope of further research.
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